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SB 5959

As of January 12, 2024

Title:  An act relating to automated traffic safety cameras.

Brief Description:  Concerning automated traffic safety cameras.

Sponsors:  Senators Liias, Lovick, Nguyen, Nobles and Wilson, J.; by request of Washington 
Traffic Safety Commission.

Brief History:
Committee Activity:  Transportation: 1/15/24.

Brief Summary of Bill

Modifies local automated traffic safety camera authority, enforcement, 
requirements, and restrictions.

•

SENATE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

Staff: Brandon Popovac (786-7465)

Background:  Local governments may adopt an ordinance authorizing using automated 
traffic safety cameras to detect stoplight, railroad crossing, or school speed zone violations. 
Before ordinance adoption, the local legislative authority must prepare an analysis of each 
proposed camera location. Camera use is restricted to the intersection of two arterials, 
railroad crossings, school speed zones, public park speed zones, hospital speed zones, and, 
subject to certain population thresholds, in locations where speed reduction measures are 
infeasible or ineffective or where there are higher rates of collisions. The camera locations 
must be posted with appropriate signs 30 days before camera activation and enforcement. 
The local government must publish an annual report on its website of the number of 
accidents that occurred at each location where a camera is located, as well as the number of 
infraction notices issued for each camera.
 

This analysis was prepared by non-partisan legislative staff for the use of legislative 
members in their deliberations. This analysis is not part of the legislation nor does it 
constitute a statement of legislative intent.
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A notice of traffic infraction must be mailed to the registered owner of the vehicle within 14 
days of the violation. A law enforcement officer must issue the notice of infraction and must 
include a certificate stating the facts supporting the notice. The cameras may only take 
pictures of the vehicle and vehicle's license plate while an infraction is occurring, and must 
not reveal the face of the driver or passengers. Photos and electronic images are not 
available to the public and may not be used in a court in a pending action or proceeding 
unless that action or proceeding relates to a traffic infraction for which their use has been 
authorized.
 
Infractions detected through the use of cameras are not part of the registered owner's driving 
record. Infractions generated by the use of automated traffic safety cameras are processed in 
the same manner as parking infractions. The fine issued for an infraction detected through 
the use of an automated traffic safety camera may not exceed the amount of a fine issued for 
other parking infractions within the jurisdiction. Half of the revenue generated from fines 
for speed violations in school walk areas, public park speed zones, hospital speed zones, or 
in camera locations subject to certain population thresholds, in excess of program costs, 
must be deposited in the state Cooper Jones Active Transportation Safety Account to be 
used for bicycle, pedestrian, and non-motorist safety improvement projects administered by 
the Washington Traffic Safety Commission (WTSC). Otherwise, such fines remain with the 
local government. 
 
The registered owner of a vehicle is held responsible for the infraction unless the registered 
owner states under oath in a written statement to the court or in testimony before the court, 
the vehicle was stolen or in the care, custody, or control of some other person at the time of 
the infraction.
 
Until June 30, 2025, cities with a population of more than 500,000—currently the city of 
Seattle—as a pilot program may use automated traffic safety cameras to detect certain 
stopping and restricted lane violations, subject to certain location and geographic boundary 
restrictions. The fine for such a violation is limited to $75. Half of the revenue generated 
under the pilot in excess of program costs must be deposited in the state Cooper Jones 
Active Transportation Safety Account to be used for bicycle, pedestrian, and non-motorist 
safety improvement projects administered by the WTSC. The remaining 50 percent of 
revenue must be used by the city only for improvements to transportation that support 
equitable access and mobility for persons with disabilities. The city must report certain 
program data to the Legislature before the end of the pilot.

Summary of Bill:  The authority for cities and counties to use automated traffic safety 
cameras through ordinance adoption is made explicit. The analysis required by local 
legislative authorities regarding proposed automated traffic safety camera locations must 
include equity considerations, such as impact of camera locations on livability accessibility, 
economics, education, and environmental health. Permitted camera locations are clarified to 
include state routes within city limits, but not interstate on-ramps or state routes within 
cities that are freeway-limited access highways, defined as fully controlled limited access 
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highways of four or more lanes with opposing lanes separated by a median strip.
 
All authorized uses for automated traffic safety cameras are made permanent, and cameras 
used to detect speed violations in certain locations subject to certain population thresholds 
are clarified for use in locations that experience higher crash risks due to excessive vehicle 
speeds. The authorized use of automated traffic safety cameras to detect certain stopping 
and restricted lane violations is expanded to include cities with a population of 90,000 or 
more and is not limited to certain location and geographic boundary restrictions, with 
resulting infraction fines limited to no more than a parking infraction fine within the 
jurisdiction.
 
The authority to review violations of and issue notices of infractions detected through local 
automated traffic safety cameras is expanded to include noncommissioned officers and any 
locally designated public employee if sufficiently trained to review such violations and 
issue such notices.
 
All revenue generated by each authorized camera use remains with the local government, 
but must be used for traffic safety purposes, including for complete streets program 
projects, physical infrastructure and road design changes to reduce vehicle speeds, active 
transportation user safety, improvements for vulnerable road users, and camera program 
administration. Local governments may adopt use of an online calculator to process and 
grant requests for reduced fines or penalties.
 
The reporting of automated traffic safety camera statistics and data is modified to include 
the percentage of fine revenue used for camera program administration costs and the use of 
fine revenue in excess of such costs.
 
Definitions for school speed zones and school walk zones are provided.

Appropriation:  None.

Fiscal Note:  Requested on January 8, 2014.

Creates Committee/Commission/Task Force that includes Legislative members:  No.

Effective Date:  Ninety days after adjournment of session in which bill is passed.
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